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efining mankind’s distinguishing characteristics has oc-

cupied great thinkers through the centuries. The great 

Greek philosopher Aristotle is a milestone in this history.

Aristotle is famous for his work with classifying living things. 

Among other things, he argued that humans are distinct from 

other living creatures. He dubbed us animalia politicus (Greek: 

politikos), the city animal, since ‘politicus’ comes from ‘polis’, mea-

ning city. It was by being a citizen in a city, of the social and politi-

cal society, that the individual human realised his true nature.

His thoughts were founded in the Greek city-state and in the 

human being as a social and political being – as homo politicus, 

which was what it was later called (a term often attributed to 

Plato, who was Aristotle’s teacher; ed.).

Is Aristotle’s insight still valid seen against the background of 

our society’s radical transformation through the rise of digital 

technology? Even though our human nature is unlikely to have 

changed, the society we are moving into will be so radically dif-

ferent from anything we’ve seen before that the question is rele-

vant. Would he describe us differently today – not defined by 

logos and social interactions, but by our overwhelming use of 

digital technology and the explosion in the volume, speed, and 

variation of digital transformation?

Moore’s law – which as originally formulated was about how 

the density of transistors in integrated circuits doubled every 

two years – is still true, but as the writers of The Second Machine 

Age, Brynjolfsson & McAfee, note: 2006 began with another and 

stronger exponential curve.

Moore’s law is no longer limited to computer chips and has 

expanded to include devices with digital sensors. An increase in 

the rate of digitisation is made possible by ever cheaper and faster 

components. The key example is the iPad 2, which with a reduc-

tion in price and increase of chip computing power transformed 

microphones, cameras, and accelerometers to digital components.

The rise of digital services has greatly influenced consumer 

behaviour and increased screen time and the use of our fingers. 

The global market research firm, Nielsen Company, confirms 

this and reports 11 hours of daily media use for an average 

American in 2018.

It is not hard to imagine that our massive consumption of digi-

tal electronics has come to stay – e.g. when considering increased 

bandwidth, which will be a reality with 5G which is 20 times 

faster than 4G. The march of digital technology influences hun-

dreds of millions of people with a derived influence on human 

behaviour. Technology changes us, but are we still the same hu-
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man species as in Aristotle’s time? Would he today instead have 

classified us as animalia digitus?As lack of trust becomes a grow-

ing phenomenon in many Western countries (2019 Edelman 

Trust Barometer), Aristotle’s observation might still be relevant 

– even though many things have changed since public debates 

happened when people met physically in the city-state of Athens.

There is evidence suggesting that the spread of digital media 

may be a poor substitute for public debate, since it removes direct 

confrontation and emotional checks, instead offering the oppor-

tunity for instant gratification. Studies have shown that there 

are neurological changes in our brains as a result of digital con-

sumption. As shown by Dr. Dan Siegel (UCLA) in relation to so-

cial media, people with digital overconsumption have exaggerated 

development of the left hemisphere of their brains. This makes 

them disconnect the emotions that normally regulate social be-

haviour, even in debates.

The ability to maintain attention is also reduced by constant 

digital consumption with a lacking ability to disconnect, defined 

by Dr. Adam Gazzaley (University of California) as ‘the distracted 

mind’. This has consequences. Our behaviour is changing, and 

this leads to a growing feeling of isolation, even outside of Genera-

tion Y. A U.S. survey (AARP) of the population aged 45+ shows 

that more than a third (35 percent) of respondents could be 

characterised as lonely.

Americans are also less likely to spend their evenings with their 

neighbours than they used to be. In 1974, 61 percent of Ameri-

cans answered that they spent at least one evening a month with 

a neighbour; something that had fallen to 54 percent in 2014 

(Pew Research). A common argument used by Aristotle is that 

humans are political, since only gods and animals can live out-

side a city. His logic was valid for a long time, but with e-trade 

websites like Amazon, it is no longer true. Amazon now offers 

more than 564 million products in the U.S., with a wide range 

of products from afro wigs to dogs and statues of the Abominable 

Snowman. We are no longer physically dependent on our cities 

for getting food and products, and we can be in social contact 

with others online. In Japan, a term, ‘Hikikomori’, has been in-

troduced to describe young people who have withdrawn from 

society to live alone in their rooms.

The growing digital disconnect of physical human interaction 

would likely shock and baffle Aristotle if he could rise from his 

grave. His teaching implies that humans are social beings, even 

in disconnected, isolated environments. This is a potential sce-

nario in an increasingly digitised society. ¢




